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Takeaway: Industrial vacancies in Houston overall are so low that Houston is the envy of most other
markets in the country: 6% average vacancy over last ten years. In spite of vigorous new delivery
of product all around Houston, absorption is strong, especially in NW and SE, with some weakness
(believed to be temporary) in North-IAH sector. Houston is healthy and Industrial is very bullish.

• Lots of economic drivers will keep industrial strong
• Only 10% of Industrial deals since 2011 have been energy-

Houston Metro area

driven, a testament to Houston’s multiple economic drivers

• Needs for local distribution to local population drive location

bankruptcies but instead we continue to grow, giving local
private investment a chance to take advantage of the best
opportunities

• Since 2012, 24 million SF of new industrial projects have been

• Ironically Wall Street still thinks Houston will have real estate
• With the south side of our ship channel providing twenty-five
miles of developable sites, we have a unique situation not
matched anywhere in the world

• Some cities have 2 or 3 economic engines-we have 5 or 6
• 70% of our industrial product was built in the 80s or before, so
moving forward we will have demand for new state-of-the-art
product, and absorption prospects for it look good

• The industrial sector has been responsive to the slowdown and
end of the cycle, so there is not a large overhang of unleased
space

• In the SE sector shovel-ready industrial land values have
doubled in recent few years from $3 SF to $6 SF

• Overall demand for rail-served sites is shrinking, but those

industries that have to have it, have to have it, so where it is
available it is valuable
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• Projected ongoing demand and absorption is strong across the
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and product type-the closer a facility can be to the end user, the
lower the transportation costs
delivered or under construction and this new product is already
72% leased when taken as a whole l

